Analysis of the cytogenetic stability of the human embryonal kidney cell line 293 by cytogenetic and STR profiling approaches.
We have characterized the cytogenetic alterations of the human embryonal cell line 293 by spectral karyotyping and G-banding analysis. To investigate its genomic stability, we compared the karyotypes of 293 and its daughter line EcR-293. Genotype profiling through short tandem repeats complemented the analysis. While displaying almost identical STR profiles and thus verifying their origin and their close relation, the two lines were remarkably different in their number of chromosomes and setup of aberrant chromosomes. However, the cell lines retained a stable karyotype in long term culture. The establishment of subclones from EcR-293, expressing inducible lacZ or MEN1 transgenes, only added minor changes to the karyotype. Our study shows that the cytogenetic constitution of a clonal cell line of the 293 origin appears to be sufficiently stable. However, care should be taken when comparing the properties of independent 293 lineages, since clonal variations might be substantial.